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Abstract

Bank internal ratings of corporate clients are intended to quantify the expected likelihood of future borrower defaults. This paper develops a comprehensive framework for evaluating the quality of standard rating systems. We suggest a number of principles that ought to be met by "good rating practice". These "generally accepted rating principles" are potentially relevant for the improvement of existing rating systems. They are also relevant for the development of certification standards for internal rating systems, as currently discussed in a consultative paper issued by the Bank for International Settlements in Basle, entitled "A new capital adequacy framework". We would very much appreciate any comments by readers that help to develop these rating standards further.

* In developing the above rating principles we were able to draw on inspiration and discussion from many sources. First, the CFS-based joint research project on Bank Risk Management gave us basic insights into the rating practice of the leading German banks, with emphasis on methodology and statistical testing. Project partners were the Chief Credit Officers, as well as their staff, of Deutsche Bank, Dresdner Bank AG, Commerzbank AG, HypoVereinsbank, DG Bank, and West LB. Our academic project partners, notably Bernd Rudolph, have also provided many helpful comments and suggestions. Second, we profited immensely from comments received at the CFSroundtable on Generally Accepted Rating Principles, November 11, 1999 at the Center for Financial Studies in Frankfurt. The participants who contributed to this roundtable were expert from the above listed major German banks - our project partners – and from the DSGV (Deutscher Sparkassen- und GiroVerband), SGZ-Bank, Fitch IBCA Ltd., RS Rating Services AG, Rating Cert e.V., URA (Unternemensrating Agentur), Bundesaufsichtsrat für das Kreditwesen, as well as the Bundesbank. We are grateful for helpful comments from Ed Altman, Mark Carey, Tony Saunders and conference participants at NYU’s Stern School of Business, and the University of Frankfurt’s CFS. The Generally Accepted Rating Principles, as outlined in this paper, have benefited from these discussions. It goes without saying that their contents must not be interpreted as a consensus view. Rather, these GARPds solely reflect the authors’ view after thorough considerationof the comments and, on several occasions, diverging viewpoints expressed by roundtable participants.
1 Objectives of the paper

The rating of borrowers is a widespread practice in capital markets. It is meant to summarize the quality of a debtor and, in particular, to inform the market about repayment prospects. Apart from so-called external ratings by agencies, there are also internal ratings by banks and other financial intermediaries providing debt finance to corporates. While external ratings by agencies are available since many years, in fact since 1910 for Moody’s, the oldest agency, internal ratings by commercial banks are a more recent development. Their history in most cases does not exceed 5-10 years.

This paper is a first attempt to answer a simple question: What are criteria for good rating practice? We will propose a consistent set of rules that an appropriate rating system should meet. These rating standards, presented below, are not only a collection of “best practice”-rules. Instead, the standards will also be motivated from a decision-theoretic and a statistical perspective, and by examining internal ratings systems currently used in Germany. We have derived insights on properties of actual rating systems from the investigation of two special data sets that contain detailed information on corporate ratings, see Elsas et.al. (1998), Elsas/Krahnen (1998) and Machauer/Weber (1998) for the first data set, Weber/Krahnen/Vossmann (1998) and Brunner/Krahnen/Weber (2000) for the second. By itself, these standards will provide a guideline for the development of new rating systems, and they will help to improve existing systems. Furthermore, they will help to evaluate established systems, as it is already practiced by auditing firms, rating agencies and, occasionally, by supervisory authorities.

It is common among practitioners to distinguish between borrower rating and facility rating. The former relates to the borrower as a legal entity, while the latter relates to a specific loan-cum-collateral. In this paper we concentrate on borrower ratings alone. The empirical basis for our analyses and suggestions is derived from internal rating systems common among major German universal banks. Internal rating systems are therefore the primary fields of application for our principles; at this stage we leave open the question of their applicability to external ratings.

On a broader level, the paper also wants to contribute to the economics of ratings. In particular, we will discuss the ability of ratings to establish credibility vis-à-vis external observers as, for instance, supervisory authorities, and market participants. Of course, credibility of rating information is closely related to acceptable rating requirements. A consultative paper by the Bank for International Settlements in Basle (1999) has put the discussion about the proper role of ratings, notably internal ratings, in the forefront of financial policy debate. Under the title “A New Capital Adequacy Framework“, the Basle commission issued a report on how to modify the current international standards on capital adequacy of financial institutions. The current standards, dating back to 1988, require banks to put a 8% equity position against its risky assets, in particular its corporate loans. No consistent distinction is made between high risk and low risk assets.
In the proposed new equity standards, the capital to be held against assets should match implied default risk. A variety of ways how to account for differences of default risk in the loan book can be thought of. Information provided by rating agencies is one way how to deal with different risk categories in a bank’s loan book, ratings by lending institution’s own internal models is another one. This paper attempts to propose a set of rules sound rating practice should respect. In doing so, we mainly rely on our experiences with internal rating systems in Germany.

Its remaining parts are organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the economic background for an understanding of rating methodologies. Section 3 contains our main contribution. It presents and discusses a list of 14 rating principles that, in our opinion, every rating system should fulfill. Section 4 discusses further implications for the credibility of ratings, and points at a number of open research questions.

### 2 Economic background

#### 2.1 Why ratings matter

Rating categories, typically letter labeled (AAA or Aa for prime quality), or simply numbered (1 to 10, say), are a shorthand to quantify credit risk. On the basis of historical data, ratings can be related to the relative frequency of defaults (default-mode paradigm), or they become the basis for the valuation of an asset (mark-to-model paradigm). The most prominent application relates to corporate asset-liability management, where RAROC- (risk-adjusted return on capital) numbers are used to benchmark divisional performance. Ratings allow to measure credit risk, and to manage consistently a bank’s credit portfolio, i.e. to alter the banks’ exposure with respect to type of risk. In particular, ratings are useful for the pricing of a bond or a loan, reflecting an intended positive relation between expected credit risk and nominal return.

For all these reasons, the quality of a financial institution’s rating system has attracted attention from many parties. Auditing firms discuss the risk reporting systems of a corporation in the annual report, rating agencies evaluate the risk assessment system of a borrower who wants to issue asset backed securities, and supervisory authorities are expected to start soon to certify institutional rating systems and credit risk models.

A final remark is in order about the differences between two types of ratings: internal and external. External ratings are generated by rating agencies. These agencies specialize in the production of rating information about corporate or sovereign borrowers, they do not engage in the underwriting of these risks. The rating information is made public, while the rating process itself remains non-disclosed. Internal ratings, in contrast, are produced by financial intermediaries (notably banks) to evaluate the risks they take into their own books. The rating information is seen as a source of competitive advantage, because it is believed to contain proprietary information, and is therefore not made public. Even the firm being rated is typically not informed about its current internal rating.

While there is a growing empirical literature on the validity and the reliability of external ratings (see notably Ederington/Yawitz/Roberts (1987), and Blume/Lim/MacKinlay 1998), and on the informational content of external rating changes (see Hand/Holthausen/Leftwich 1992
and Liu/Seyyed/Smith 1999), there is still very little published work on the methodology and the empirics of internal ratings. A notable exception that relies on data from the US is Treacy/Carey (1998) and Carey (1998). We will base our subsequent discussion on our experiences and insights derived primarily from internal ratings of major German banks.

2.2 Ratings and default risk

We define a rating of a corporate as the mapping of the POD, the expected probability of default, into a discrete number of quality classes, or rating categories. The POD is a continuous variable, bounded by zero from below and by one from above.

\[
\text{POD: } \text{Companies} \rightarrow [0, 1]
\]

(1)

An POD is the expected relative frequency of a credit event, where the latter is defined as a non-payment of principal or interest due (over a period of at least 30 days, say). The POD is one component of a lenders’ expected loss, as in (2).

\[
E(L) = \text{POD} \cdot E(LGD)
\]

(2)

Here, \(E(L)\) is expected loss, and \(E(LGD)\) is the expected loss given default. The expectations are taken over a common time interval, usually one year in the future. Expected loss is thus the average amount a lender is expecting to lose over the next twelve months.
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This definition is less innocent as it may first appear. In particular, if rating captures POD (expected probability of default), but not LGD (loss given default), then in general there will be no direct relation between rating and credit spread. To see this, consider the following simple example of two firms A and B with an identical POD: Assume firm A to have a low LGD, while B’s LGD is high. In equilibrium, the observable spreads for A loans and B loans have to be set such that the creditor breaks even in expected values. Therefore, the B-spreads have to be larger than the A-spreads. Note the tradeoff: Either we define ratings to measure expected default probability, or we let ratings proxy for expected loss. While the former definition is in line with the interpretation given by credit officers, and by the agencies as implicit in their historical default rates tables (see Moody’s 1999b, Standard & Poor’s 1998), it does not allow to relate statistically ratings to spreads.
Figure 1: Graphical representation of expected loss calculation assuming independence between default probability and severity.

Figure 1 exemplifies the calculation of expected loss on the assumption that default probability is .05, and recoveries vary discretely between 80% and 20%, with equal probability. All values are expressed as percentages of the loan outstanding at the time of default.

Expression (2) and Figure 1 essentially assume that the incidence of default and the severity of a given default are independently distributed random variables. Thus, losses will typically vary between zero and one hundred percent (in our example: between 20% and 100%). A more general expression allows for a non-zero covariance between POD and LGD:

$$E(L) = E(POD \cdot LGD)$$

The distribution of losses around their expected value is an important measure of overall (institutional) value at risk. The unexpected risk is the number of standard deviations a given quantile (99%) lies away from its expected value. Unexpected losses are addressed by recent value-at-risk tools\(^2\).

Though in theory, PODs are mapped in rating classes, in practice it is the other way round. Rating classes are mapped into PODs on the basis of historical data. The established agencies, notably S&P and Moody’s, use historical default rates to calibrate their model. The default rate is the percentage of all bond issues outstanding at \( t \) that will have a credit event between \( t \) and \( t+1 \), e.g., a 12 months period. Conceptually, there is no simple direct relation (linear or log-linear, say) between ordinal rating notches and cardinal PODs. Empirical studies using studies of S&P and Moody’s have found an exponential relation between POD and rating notch.

In this paper we focus exclusively on PODs as the objective of rating systems. The typical client we have in mind is a corporate entity, a firm, not an individual borrower, nor a financial instrument, like an asset backed transaction\(^3\). A distinct set of principles may has to be developed in order to deal with LGD, which is beyond the scope of this paper. In differentiating between POD and LGD, and in clarifying the objective of rating systems, we are in line with the ideas expressed in the BIS consultative paper (Bank for International Settlements 1999, Annex 2)

2.3 Rating models

There are a variety of procedures to arrive at a rating, i.e. a discretized POD-measure. The typical procedure used today is the scoring method. It relies on a well-defined set of criteria, each of which is scored separately. The individual scores relating to the set of criteria are weighted and then added up, yielding the overall score. This score is translated in one of the rating classes, defined as an interval on the real line that extends from minimum overall score to its maximum.

A well known example is the z-score proposed by Edward Altman in 1977 (see Altman/Saunders 1997 for a survey and further references). This author has suggested to


\(^3\) Though our principles might apply to individuals and financial instruments as well, we will confine our discussion in this paper exclusively to corporate loans.
regress historical default experience on a set of accounting variables (mostly balance sheet and P&L) in order to determine an optimal separating function between issuers that defaulted later on and those that survived. The weights of the estimated function are then used to predict default probability for an individual firm, called the z-score. This z-score may again be translated into a rating class (see Caouette/Altman/Narayanan 1998, chapter 10).

A different approach to rating is exemplified by KMV’s public firm model. Building on option pricing theory KMV, a data vendor, derives default estimates from expected movements of stock prices over a specified period of time, typically one year. In contrast to the scoring approach, there is no need here to collect a variety of firm-related, fundamental information, nor is there any weighting function needed. It only requires a time series of observable stock market prices and an estimate of firm indebtedness.

We will next turn to internal rating systems, as exemplified by the systems in place at major German banks. A recent study contains a more detailed description of their individual rating models, and presents an empirical analysis of the determinants of ratings. (see Brunner/Krahnen/Weber 2000). All institutions included in the study apply the scoring methodology, as defined in (4). It specifies a number of distinct criteria $a_i$, an equal number of value functions $v_i$, and an aggregation rule, typically linear, with weights $k_i$.

$$v(a) = \sum_{i} k_i v_i(a_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Differences across institutions refer to the list of criteria, particularly the importance given to so-called soft factors, or qualitative criteria. This includes the assessment of management quality, or a general forecast of the prospects of the firm in its market. Table 1 gives a summary assessment of these criteria. It can be seen that the banks typically draw on a list of criteria comparable to the one utilized by S&P, or Moody’s.
Table 1: Rating criteria of agencies and banks.
Sources: Moody’s 1999a, Standard & Poor’s 1999, Brunner/Krahnen/Weber 2000, see also IMF 1999, annexe V.

Table 1 suggests that internal and external rating systems are relying on a similar set of explanatory variables. With respect to the number of rating classes, Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s each have 22 rating notches (excluding the watchlist), whereas internal rating systems of commercial banks typically have less, e.g. 6-10 rating classes.

Though we have no information about the aggregation process by which agencies derive their final ratings from the underlying criteria, we proceed under the assumption that general accepted rating requirements may apply to external agencies and internal models alike.

### 3 Rating requirements: What should a good rating system be like?

In the following, we will derive properties good rating systems should obey. These properties can be a foundation for what we propose to be “generally accepted rating principles”. We will call these principles occasionally “requirements”. Altogether, we come up with 14 requirements, some of which are formally derived, some of which are empirically founded,
some of which are inspired by the recent publication of the Basle Committee on Banking Supervision, and some of which we learnt from talking to high level practitioners.

3.1 A rating system is a mapping

Rating systems are what is mathematically called a function:

\[ R : \{ \text{companies} \} \rightarrow \{ \text{Rating-values} \}, \]

meaning that the rating system R is a function which assigns each element of the set of companies to a rating value. These rating values, or short ratings, can be categories, i.e. \{ A, B+, B, B-, ... \}, or values of an interval \( [r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}}] \). \( R(\text{company X}) = .67 \) means that the rating system R assigns the rating value of .67 to company X. We will assume that rating categories and values can be ranked, i.e. \( A \supset B \) means, that rating category A is better, in the sense of a lower default probability, than rating category B. The symbol „~“ means that both ratings are identical.

This simple mathematical definition of rating systems as functions allows us to define the first requirements without specifying at this point, what rating really means.

**Requirement 1** (Comprehensiveness): A bank’s rating system should be able to rate all past, current and future clients.

This requirement defines the potential set of companies to be rated. A bank’s rating system should be able to cope with all clients possible. Of course, this requirement is quite general, and hard to meet. There may be future clients, and risk criteria, a given bank may not even imagine. There may be past clients who do not exist any more. However, a bank should make any effort possible to ensure that its rating system is flexible enough to cope with all foreseeable types of risk. It should not happen, e.g., that foreign companies can not be rated or that the rating system is not able to handle certain industries.

**Requirement 2** (Completeness): A bank should rate all current clients and keep on rating its past clients.

The requirement states that a bank should rate all its current clients. This is rather trivial and will in most cases be current management practice. In addition we require that a bank should keep on rating its past clients. This might not be easy and in certain cases it might not even be possible. Accounting data as well as qualitative data from talking to the companies’ management might not be available for past clients. Nevertheless, we think that a bank should put effort in maintaining its rating data base. It is of central importance for any type of back-testing and further development of the bank’s rating that the bank has an ongoing set of rating data. If the bank stops rating clients which, e.g., defaulted, the set of companies which are in the rating database can be biased. Such a bank would know nothing about the probabilities of events that happen after a default: how likely is the success of restructuring, etc. The survivorship bias (to consider “surviving companies” only) is well known from empirical work in capital markets.

**Requirement 3** (Complexity): A bank should have as many different rating systems as necessary and as few as possible. The reasons for choosing the number of rating systems should be made transparent.
We have to ask, if there should be one function R or if we allow for different functions. From a mathematical perspective it does not matter. We can make one function R so complex that it can be applied to all companies or we can “split” this function up into different functions. In practice, however, there are different aspects to be considered. One function would be a rating system which could be applied to foreign real estate companies as well as to medium sized companies in Southern Germany. The complexity of such a system, however, would make it difficult to use in an organization. Quite a number of aspects are important in evaluating real estate companies which are of no interest if a manufacturer is considered. On the other hand, one should not divide the set of companies into too many subsets, i.e. construct too many different rating systems. Certain companies might fall into more than one system, too many rating systems might ask too much from the credit officers, and the rating systems might be difficult to backtest due to relatively small data-pools. It is for this reason that we recommend to balance both aspects. In addition, we suggest the reason for choosing a certain number of rating systems to be made transparent.

3.2 Rating systems map probabilities of default

In section 2 we have argued that the probability of default is the central variable to be considered when a bank wants to judge the risk of a single loan. In this section, we will define requirements that link rating systems to probabilities of default (POD).

Requirement 4 (POD-definition): Probabilities of default have to be well defined.

This requirement states that a bank has to have a proper definition what its PODs mean. The bank has to define what it considers to be a default event. We found that financial institutions rely on a variety of definitions of a default event, e.g. loan loss provision, or failure to pay interest, or principal, over a specified time span. Note that without a harmonization of default definitions, it will prove difficult to pool POD-data across banks. We therefore suggest that the industry works towards a common definition of POD, which is both transparent and reasonable. In addition, financial institutions have to state the time horizon within which a default is considered. Some banks just consider one time horizon (mostly one year), some other consider multiple time horizons which lead to different sets of PODs. Still other institutions, notably ratings agencies, estimate PODs by averaging over a complete business cycle\(^4\). The ultimate goal should be a term structure of ratings or, for that matters, PODs that capture default risk beyond the one year horizon. For example, a company might have a small POD over the next two years, and a large POD for year three (when a patent will have expired).

Requirement 5 (Monotonicity):

\[\begin{align*}
\text{i) } & \text{ POD(company X) = POD(company Y) } \Rightarrow \text{ R(company X) } \sim \text{ R(company Y) ,} \\
\text{ii) } & \text{ POD(company X) < POD(company Y) } \Rightarrow \text{ R(company X) } \subseteq \text{ R(company Y) ,} \\
\text{iii) } & \text{ R(company X) } \supseteq \text{ R(company Y) } \Rightarrow \text{ POD(company X) < POD(company Y) .}
\end{align*}\]

\(^4\) The averaging of default estimates of a cycle is, in our view, problematic if the objective of a POD-assessment lies in specifying minimum equity requirements.
This requirement defines the relation between ratings and expected default frequencies. As discussed before, we take POD as the primitive and derive rating from there on. If two PODs are identical, the ratings also have to be identical (case i). If the POD of company X is smaller than that of company Y (case ii), the rating of company X has to be at least as good as that of company Y. To illustrate the weak inequality for ratings, let us consider a bank which only has two rating categories \{good, bad\} with good \(\supseteq\) bad. This might be a bank which only wants to know if a credit should be given or not. Case (ii) allows two different PODs to yield the same rating. If the rating of a company is better than that of another company (case iii), the POD of the first company should be smaller than the POD of the second one. Note that (iii) is implied by (i) and (ii).

**Requirement 6 (Fineness):** The rating system can vary in the degree of fineness. It should always be as fine as necessary.

Looking back at requirement 5, the central question for the definition of a rating system now remains, how fine a rating system should be, i.e. how many categories it should have. It could be as fine as the POD itself, being basically identical to POD, or it could map PODs into a finite number of categories. Of course, a rating system which models POD would be the most exact one. However, for quite a number of situations a less fine rating system would be sufficient and more appropriate in an organizational context. The fineness of a rating system can not be considered independently from back-testing (see Requirement 8). There is no use in defining a large number of rating categories, if a bank is not able to back-test consistently, due to lack of data.

Thus the fineness of the rating system is a function of its intended use. It is therefore that one should allow rating systems to communicate PODs in different degrees of fineness. For pricing the rating system should be finer than for defining credit limits. Some banks, e.g., use traffic lights (three categories: red, yellow, green) to attract the attention of the credit officer to more or less risky credits. Knowing the conversion of rating into POD will always allow us to transform one way of communication into the other.

**Requirement 7 (Reliability):** The rating system should be reliable.

Suppose, that a company has some true POD. Then the rating should be identical regardless of the person who rates, or the point in time when the rating is done. Note, that this requirement does not assume that the rating does not change. The rating might change with the creditworthiness of the client, or along the economic cycle. However, it should stay constant, if the creditworthiness does not change. An example to test for the stationarity property of the data set is explained in Blume/Lim/MacKinlay 1998.

### 3.3 Do rating systems really map probabilities of default?

Now that we have defined some first key requirements for rating systems, the question remains how a bank or even a supervisory agency makes sure that the rating system is correct. Thus it is required that ratings (or PODs) are rational forecasts on the basis of all available information, being the best ex-ante predictor of credit risk.

Credit ratings can be technically incorrect, i.e. even if applied properly their values do not correspond to the (ex-post) number of realized defaults. In addition, rating systems which are
technically correct can be used in a way that the resulting ratings do not mimic PODs anymore. We will discuss the first class of problems first.

A POD is based on an ex-ante point of view. It states that a company with an POD of 0.7% has a 7 in a 1000 chance to default within a given time period. We know from research on capital markets that testing expectations is always tricky. In order to relate (ex-ante) expectations to (ex-post) observed data, we have to assume that the structure of the problem under consideration remains constant from the date where expectations are formed to the date where observations are taken. This assumption is called the stationarity assumption. We will assume stationarity for the next requirement. Nevertheless, we are aware that in the future, statistical methods will have to be introduced that account for possible non-stationarities.

**Requirement 8** (Back-testing): The (ex-ante) probability of default should not be significantly different from the (ex-post) realized default frequency.

Requirement 8 basically states that what you expect is what you should get. It also stresses the need of a data-base to fulfill this requirement. Back-testing in credit-management is especially difficult because first, there are no market prices for most types of credits and second, there are so few historical data of credit defaults. As we will argue in more detail in section 4, it might be useful to pool resources across different banks to create a better data-base which allows for an improved back-testing.

Since back-testing is central for validating a rating, the need for it yields some important implications for the design and use of ratings. As already mentioned, a bank should not have too many rating systems (i.e. define to many subsets of companies) and it should not change the rating system too often.

There are numerous ways of testing rating systems, and apparently a number of them are already used in the industry. Test procedures are related to back-testing and they may be seen as defining necessary conditions for the appropriateness of the rating system:

- **Ex-post default rates within any given rating category should be larger than that of a higher (i.e. better) rating category.**

Even if we do not know whether a cardinal relation between rating and POD can be assumed, the above condition will test ordinality.

- **Ex-post default rates should increase with the time horizon.**

It is obvious that the default rates of companies based on a time horizon of five years have to be equal or greater than those based on a time horizon of one year.

- **For companies with corporate bonds outstanding, credit spreads may be compared to internal credit ratings.**

Across companies, the bank will be able to compare the risk-ordering implied by the market with the risk-ordering implied by credit-ratings.

Besides back-testing, credit ratings have to obey certain structural and technical necessities (see Weber/Krahnen/Voßmann 1998 for further details).

**Requirement 9** (Informational efficiency): Ratings should be informationally efficient, i.e. it should not be possible to predict rating changes based on rating history. All the available information should be modeled correctly in the rating. The rating system
should cope with biases known from the general literature on rating (splitting bias, range bias, etc.).

As mentioned before, a rating should correctly incorporate all information available to the bank, both public and private, i.e. it should be efficient. This requirement is identical to the use of the term “information efficiency” in financial markets. Today’s rating should be the best predictor for tomorrow’s rating, i.e. it should not be possible to get information about tomorrow’s rating by knowing which rating the company had yesterday (or in earlier periods). In addition, quite a number of biases known from the psychological literature on judgment have to be taken care of when designing a rating system. Credit officers may, e.g., have the tendency to rate qualitative criteria of a rating system better than quantitative ones and they tend to change qualitative variables less than quantitative (Brunner/Krahnen/Weber 2000).

Requirement 10 (System development): A rating system has to be improved over time.

It might sound trivial but after a bank has seen deficiencies in its rating, it should be willing to change it. Such a change can result from back-testing and from ex-ante management insight. Management might know that the structure and the aggregation of variables to estimate creditworthiness have changed, i.e. stationarity is violated. One should not wait until (ex-post) back-testing forces system modifications, provided that ex-ante insights had suggested these changes already. A modification of the system has to be carefully considered. There are large costs (back-testing is more difficult, education of credit staff, etc.) and in some cases uncertain benefits.

Requirement 11 (Data management): Past and current rating data should be easily available.

A modern data management is a prerequisite for successful back-testing as well as successful system development. Any type of statistical analysis requires data to be (easily) available. Even if the fulfillment of this requirement seems to be easy on a first glance, we are well aware of problems which can arise in practice. The change of a bank’s computer system, the further development of an existing rating system, the introduction of a finer rating system, a change in the organizational structure of the rating process, a merger of two banks are just examples to demonstrate that the requirement can pose a serious challenge. However, without a well maintained data management, no testing of a rating system will be possible.

3.4 Good rating systems account for incentive problems

Ratings compile objective and subjective information. The higher the share of subjective, or soft information, the more difficult is the detection of untruthful reporting. This may be a considerable problem, because credit officers in charge of rating a particular client may have an incentive to underestimate the risk of a loan, e.g. to overestimate the quality of a particular management. For instance, in some institutions, loan responsibility migrates from the credit officer to a special work-out group, once the rating falls below a critical value. This organizational rule may induce the credit officer to adjust his or her risk assessment to the

---

5 Even on an efficient market, due to the categorial nature of ratings, first differences (i.e. rating changes) will not necessarily be distributed like independent random variables.
point where control over the customer is not migrating. Another example of how an organizational rule may affect reporting incentives relates to bonus systems, where performance measures depend on ratings.

Requirement 12 (Incentive compatibility): The rating process has to be embedded in the organization of credit business such that the risk of misrepresentation by credit officers is minimized.

We know of no simple test of organizational incentive compatibility, but several rules of thumb are available. First, and inspired by the above example, possible “critical values” of rating assessments that trigger action have to be recorded and followed up. In particular, measures of statistical similarity and significance may help to identify unusual frequencies of specific rating decisions, or rating migrations. Second, the internal reward system of the institution may or may not be related to past rating performance of loan officers. As a rule, an officer’s rating history should “stick to him”. For example, a significant, above average frequency of rating revisions after the officer in question has moved from his post, or authority for certain loans been moved away from him, could have a predictable (and negative) impact on his overall evaluation. The fulfillment of Requirement 12 can be checked by asking to what extent management has thought about possible incentive conflicts caused by the organizational design of the lending process, and what it has done to control for its behavioral consequences.

However, we do not advocate the minimization of discretionary decisions in the rating process, because the specific value added (in terms of incremental information) by internal ratings mainly consist of aggregating "soft", or subjective information produced by the loan officer. A certain degree of consistency check may help to improve incentives, and to establish credibility of the overall rating process. This is summarized in the following requirement:

Requirement 13 (Internal compliance): The distribution of rating outcomes is constantly monitored by controllers, assisted by random inspections.

In order to identify systematic biases in the evaluations of loan officers, all ratings and their histories are to be kept in a back-testing file (see Requirement 11). Rating quality maintenance has to develop (and, of course, to apply) statistical test routines that are capable of identifying significant variations in rating decisions over time, or across firms. The task resembles a statistical quality control as it is common in, e.g. production management. The follow-up to these statistical tests could be a partial or complete replication of past ratings.

Fulfillment of Requirement 13 would not only allow the detection of specific behavioral patterns, but also would strengthen the Incentive Compatibility (Requirement 12). In order to have some deterrent effect, the algorithms of the sampling plan must not be completely transparent to loan officers. Again, outside rating quality assessment would try to clarify to what extent sampling plans have been developed, and are applied consistently.

---

6 Building on well established methodologies of random quality inspections, a continuous sampling plan may prove helpful (see Shirland 1993, or Krishnaiah/Rao 1988). Such a plan specifies a set of algorithms that would analyze the similarity of specific rating subsets pertaining to, e.g., a cross section of ratings given within an industry, or a time series of ratings given by a particular officer.
Requirement 14 (External compliance): The adherence of a bank’s management to its agreed rating standards is monitored by neutral (uninterested) outside controllers, either on a continuous, or on a random basis.

Requirement 14, though similar in nature to the preceding Requirement 13, is the keystone for establishing credibility to rating data produced by an interested party. Here, interested party refers to, e.g. banks as providers of internal ratings. A bank’s “interest” derives from the underwriting of credit risk vis-à-vis the customer that has been rated. Requirement 14 involves an evaluation by an outside party, e.g. a supervisory authority. Past ratings have to be shown to be without biases, or deliberate misrepresentation. Therefore, external compliance is not about the informational value of any particular rating, but rather it is about the consistency of its use. The methodology applied to control external compliance is likely to be similar to the one used in Requirement 13.

4 Policy considerations and agenda

In the concluding section we want to address two questions. First, is regulation of the rating process really needed? We will argue that indeed some type of outside regulation is required to safeguard credibility of internal ratings. Second, we will point out additional needs in two areas which are of great importance to the future acceptance of rating as a risk measurement instrument, namely a need for research, and a need for better, and larger data-bases.

4.1 Is there a need for external supervision of internal ratings?

The BIS consultative paper as of June 1999 gives some consideration to ratings as a basis for the assessment of bank capital requirements. The regulatory importance of ratings do apply not only for external ratings, but also for internal ratings. To answer the question of whether or not internal ratings should be certified and constantly supervised by a regulator, or an auditor, we will first compare the processes by which internal and external ratings earn credibility. There are basically two models: In the first, professional (external) rating agencies produce public rating information without doing any underwriting; their credibility derives from reputation in the market place. In the second model, bank loan departments produce private (or internal) rating information on the basis of an underwriting business. Here, credibility derives from the shareholder value interest of bank management, and hence its credit department, in a proper loan repayment.

Let us start with external ratings. Default probability estimates by specialized agencies (S&P, Moody’s, Fitch IBCA, a.o.) draw on the agency’s reputation as a provider of accurate default predictions. Reputational value stems from the impact ratings exert on credit spreads. Thus, reputational value is high (low), if a change of published ratings has a significant (an insignificant) influence on corporate cost of capital. This means that ratings have to be accepted as a proxy for true fundamental information in order to be valuable in the market.

7 The methodological question of reliability of rating decisions is not trivial - even if it comes to large data sets, as those assembled by the agencies.
The market value of a rating agency, its franchise value, is therefore directly related to the discounted stream of cost of capital effects that are due to its corporate ratings. Firms are willing to pay a fee to an agency up front in order to receive public rating. By the same line of argument faulty ratings will, if detected, eventually destroy the franchise value of a rating agency.

Thus, the reputational argument developed in the preceding paragraph claims that agencies have a proper incentive to produce true and unbiased corporate ratings. Of course, the reputational model of incentive compatibility is subject to an important caveat. It relies on the market being able to detect faulty ratings ex-post. What is needed, therefore, is a statistical methodology to spot changes of the distribution function (or, for that matter, of the rating behavior of an Agency) relatively soon after its onset.

Note that the reputational argument for external ratings will have to take into account the fact that rated companies usually pay the Agency for providing the rating label. There is a natural incentive problem here, and ratings probably derive much of their value from the Agency’s reputation for being unwavering in their high standards.

Let us now turn to internal ratings and possible determinants of their credibility. The basic credibility explanation is simple: Internal ratings are private information, typically not even communicated to the rated firm itself. Of great importance for internal ratings is their ability to incorporate all types of information accessible that may contribute to a good default forecast. In particular, a relationship-based financial system may be in a position to exploit not-easy-to-measure qualitative information, and thereby improve estimates. This includes inside information due to, e.g., account surveillance, and advisory business. The comparative advantage of internal ratings in our view refers precisely to this fact, the incorporation of soft information. If one assumes, for simplicity, no incentive conflicts within the financial institution itself, then there is good reason to believe in the unbiasedness of internal ratings. Since a bank underwrites credit risk, she essentially takes a bet on the creditworthiness of any particular borrower. Any bias in POD-estimations would harm the banks competitive position and would eventually impair equity value. True and fair private ratings are therefore in the proper interest of the bank.

However, there is a caveat here as well. The proposed new equity standards outlined in the BIS consultative paper attach, in fact, a sort of shadow price to the internal ratings of bank borrowers. Since the amount of equity required to be held against a given structure of bank assets will then be affected by their internal ratings, there may well be pressure to accommodate rating decisions in the future. Once ratings fulfill a regulatory task, they have a dual function, measuring risk and triggering equity charges. These two functions are likely to have opposite incentive effects.

To sum up: In the light of the emerging new equity standards both external and internal ratings constantly have to prove their unbiasedness, and their neutrality. While there is a market test for external ratings (which, in fact, has been effective for many years already), there is no external check for internal ratings so far. One way to test for neutrality of internal ratings is a serious test of rating methodology and rating performance, see Requirement 13. Both may be

---

8 A within-firm conflict of interest may arise when, e.g., a loan officer tries to avoid a shift of responsibility from himself to a work-out group. They may then accept a better-than-justified rating.
elements in a certification process carried out by a supervisory authority (which, for that matter, may also be delegated to a specialized entity or auditing firm, say).

4.2 What else is needed: Data and research

As pointed out a couple of times, data is key to successfully maintain and develop rating systems. Due to the number of rating classes, the long time periods and the small probabilities of failure, statistical analysis at the level of a single bank might be limited. We advocate to think about the need of a shared data base. Such a data base could aggregate the ratings for a company across different banks (of course, with full confidentiality of each bank’s private rating). Based on the joint data, each bank might be able to analyze and validate its internal rating system against some average rating. A combined data base would allow for a more elaborate back-testing thereby preparing the ground for an official recognition of internal rating systems.

In addition, for companies which are rated by quite a number of banks, the aggregate risk rating would reflect something like a “market opinion” of the default risk of a particular company, a specific industrial sector or even the whole economy of a country (thus creating a default risk index of certain entities). A joint data base would also allow to derive correlations between the credit risks of companies, industry sectors and countries as well. Such information is of great importance for the development of credit portfolio models.

Finally, we want to point out some research needs. We have tried to state some requirement, a good rating system should obey. Nevertheless, we have said very little (on purpose) on how to construct a good rating system. Which factors should be elements of the scoring rule? How should the weights for each factor within the scoring model be derived? With respect to the value function, what number should be attached to an average vs. an excellent management? Today, most banks use a mixture of mathematical models and management intuition to construct their systems. We do think this is a good approach, but we would like to know more. Along these lines, it would be interesting to analyze in greater detail how LGD (loss given default) depends upon the state of default (see section 2). Furthermore, methods for back-testing rating systems are not yet well developed. Sophisticated statistical sampling plans are needed to check for internal and external compliance. Equally, statistical tools can be used to correct for any trends (like industry cycles) and biases (like survivorship bias) that are to be found in the raw data. Finally, one would like to see more research being undertaken on the validation of ratings. Given the low data frequency, and thus the long duration for a detection of faulty ratings, the reputational justification of true and fair ratings would also benefit from this exercise. Finally, it may be of interest to use credit rating for optimizing portfolio risk. For this end, estimates of correlations across borrowers, and over time are needed. The correlation structure of corporate loans will help to model risk migration, and the dependence of risk ratings on the economic cycle.

We conclude with a general disclaimer concerning Generally Accepted Rating Principles: Their development is seen as work in progress. And we expect it to remain work in progress for quite some time, since such principles have to be developed jointly by regulators, researchers and experts in the field.
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